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LINE  CARD

ACROSENTEC Bespoke and premium LED lighting, miniature linear, display and planar sheets. 
AQUARII High output luminaires for auditorium, gym, performance, commercial spaces. 
BEGHELLI Exit and emergency, industrial, hazardous location and solar lighting systems. 
BRIGHTLINE Videoconference and broadcast studio luminaires. 
COEMAR Entertainment, studio and architectural lighting fixtures. 
D'AC LIGHTING Industrial styled decorative lighting, surface, wall mount, pendant and exterior. 
ECHOFLEX Wireless lighting and energy controls, an ETC company. 
ENERGIO CONTROLS Open protocol lighting controls for the Internet of Things. 
ETC Architectural and theatrical lighting and controls, rigging, color changing luminaires. 
EVERBRITE LIGHTING Lighting for healthcare, MRI rooms, color changing cove, troffer and graphics panels. 
FABBRICA ITALIANA LUCI Architectural lighting and ceiling solutions. 
FLEXLITE Edge lit LED panels for wall, ceiling and backlighting, VERIO Smart LCD glass. 
GMR ENLIGHTS LED solutions for street and urban lighting, poles and furniture. 
GVA LIGHTING Spot, flood and building outline lighting, accent and cove lighting.  
HIGH END SYSTEMS Performance and entertainment lighting, an ETC company. 
INTRIGUE LIGHTING Quality USA-made exterior surface, pendant and pole fixtures, bollards & steplights. 
INVISUA Tunable spectrum lighting for hospitality, retail and display. 
KRILA DESIGN Luminous creations for indoor and outdoor use. 
LAUDARTE Classic to modern floor, table, wall lamps and chandeliers. 
LED LIGHTING CONCEPTS Diverse portfolio of customized and standard LED lighting solutions. 
LITECO LIGHTING Indoor and outdoor, white and color changing LED tape, strips and sheet. 
L'ORIGINALE Glass, crystal, gold and brass chandeliers, table, floor and wall lamps. 
LUMEN CENTER ITALIA Beautiful lighting for the homes of today and tomorrow. 
LUMEN WARM Manufacturing an array of high quality and innovative LED luminaire designs. 
LYCIAN STAGE LIGHTING North America’s largest followspot manufacturer. 
NOVUS LIGHTING Custom indoor and outdoor lighting, public transit and site luminaires.  
OXYGEN LIGHTING Decorative contemporary wall, ceiling, pendant and vanity luminaires. 
PROFILSYSTEM Ceiling systems and integrated lighting. 
QUORUM Indoor and outdoor decorative lighting, indoor and patio fans. 
SGM LIGHTING Entertainment and architectural spot and wash, moving lights. 
SMEDMARKS Small scale lighting fixtures, interior and exterior. 
STUDIO DUE Architectural, urban and event lighting. 
TIMES SQUARE LIGHTING Track lighting, truss systems, spot and wash lights, pattern and framing projectors. 
TMB Theatrical lighting and control specialties, cables, strobes, marquee and festoon. 
TMS LIGHTING Interior and exterior fixtures for wall, ceiling, pendant, sign and site lighting. 
VIBIA Decorative lighting for ceiling, wall, floor, table, pendants and outdoor. 
VICE LIGHTING Linear, curved and customizable LED luminaires for interior and exterior. 

VISA LIGHTING Classic and modern decorative lighting, healthcare and custom lighting.  
VIVA RAILINGS Lighted and unlighted modular railing systems. 
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